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Abstract
In an underwater sensor array system, various types of
piezo-electric transducers are used for genera ng and
receiving acous c waves. To generate acous c waves
underwater, sonar systems predominantly use PZT
based electro-acous c transducers in the form of
arrays housed inside a sonar dome. The transducers
and thus the arrays in the system have their frequency
dependent beam pa ern, voltage response and
acous c receiving sensi vity a ributed to their design.
The characteris c behavior of transducers is evaluated
experimentally by carrying out underwater evalua on
at desired depth in sta c water as per standard
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procedure. However, there can be a change in
response of transducers when the sensors are
operated in a dynamic ﬂuid domain. Hence using a
simpliﬁed test setup in the laboratory, the change in
response of transducer is found out. Also, the response
of transducer in sta c ﬂuid domain is validated using
Finite Element Analysis using the so ware COMSOL
Mul physics.
Keywords: Piezo-electric transducer, Finite Element
Analysis, COMSOL Mul physics, Dynamic Fluid
domain.

Introduction
Acoustics is the branch of physics which deals with the
study of mechanical waves in gases, liquids and solids,
which includes vibration, sound, ultrasound and
infrasound. The study of acoustics revolves around the
generation, propagation and reception of mechanical
waves and vibrations. An important technical
application of acoustics is related to undersea
activities, where acoustic waves are used in much the
same way that radar and electromagnetic waves are
used on land and in the air-for the detection and
location of objects, and for communications. The
reason that acoustic rather than electromagnetic
waves are used in seawater is simple: electromagnetic
waves are strongly attenuated in salt water and would,
therefore, have too short a range to be useful for most
applications. As man explores and uses the ocean
depths whether for military, commercial, or scientific
purposes, he faces sensor and communication
problems unlike those met in any other environment.
The medium is unfriendly to man and equipment. It is
basically opaque to visible light, infrared, radio, radarto all the familiar forms of electromagnetic radiation
which are used for sensing and communicating in the
atmosphere and in space and they will get easily
attenuated in sea water. Hence, Acoustic signals are,
and probably will remain, the only feasible general

method of transmitting information with waves
through water at distances beyond a few yards.
(Hovem, 2007) Electroacoustic transducers are the
only feasible means for sensing underwater sounds,
and, in most cases, for producing them as controlled
signals. (Butler & Sherman, 2007).

Problem definition
Sonar systems are installed onboard ships or
submarines for navigation as well as detection and
ranging of underwater objects. These systems rely on
transmission and reception of acoustic waves
underwater. To generate acoustic waves underwater,
sonar systems predominantly use PZT (Lead Zirconate
Titanate) based electro-acoustic transducers in the
form of arrays housed inside a sonar dome. Transducer
arrays are generally tested in still water for their
characterization before installing onboard ships or
submarines where the ambience may not be static
always. Hence, there is a doubt whether there is any
change in transducers characteristics when they are
operated when the ship or submarine is moving
creating a dynamic fluid domain around the sonar
dome. Hence the change in transducer response is
determined by doing an experiment in a simplified test
setup. Figure 1 shows the proposed model of the
experiment.

Figure 1: Proposed model of Experiment
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The cylindrical transducer is placed inside the elliptical
housing. The flow is provided using a pump which is
connected to the experimental setup by means of a
hose. The hose is connected to the circular pipe along
the major axis of the elliptical shell. Hence the flow is
along the major axis of the elliptical shell.

Finite Element Analysis
Solving governing equations for the acoustic problems
analytically is only possible in a few simple situations.
In order to solve real life industrial problems, which
can very well be Multiphysics problems involving
several coupled physics, numerical methods are
necessary. This is the job of COMSOL Multiphysics.

(Alawasi, 2017) In the Acoustics Module most of the
physics interfaces are based on the finite element
method (FEM).
S o l v i n g a m o d e l u s i n g t h e F E M re q u i re s a
computational mesh. The solution is approximated on
each mesh element (the finite elements) by a shape
function (a local basis or interpolation function).
Setting up this system of mesh elements and local
shape functions leads to a discrete vector-matrix
problem that needs to be solved. After solving the
matrix problem with an adequate method, the
solution to the original problem can be reconstructed.
(Desmet & Vandepitte, 2002).

Figure 2: COMSOL model

Figure 3: PZT Cylinders and Backing material
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In this model, the geometry and mesh are
parametrized with respect to the excitation frequency
and speed of sound in the fluid medium. The model as
shown in figure 2, assumes the fluid to be water and
the speed of sound to be 1500 m/s. A Perfectly
Matched Layer (PML) is used to model the absorption
of sound waves as they propagate far away from the
sound source. (Bermudez, Nieto, & Rodriguez, 2007)
The model consists of a cubical fluid domain in which a

cylindrical piezo-electric transducer is modelled. The
transducer consists of six PZT 4 cylinders which are
separated by backing material as shown in figure 3.
The transducer is freely flooded in an elliptical shell or
housing to protect it from external disturbances.
(Jaehwan & Heung, 2008) The dimensions of the fluid
domain, elliptical shell, PZT cylinders and backing
material are as given in table 1.

Table 1: Modelling Parameters
Parameter

Value

Side of cubical ﬂuid domain

80cm

Major axis length of ellip cal shell

14.6cm

Minor axis length of ellip cal shell

8.2cm

Thickness of ellip cal shell

0.1cm

Thickness of PML

15cm

Outer diameter of cylindrical PZT

3.3cm

Inner diameter of cylindrical PZT

2.7cm

Height of cylindrical PZT

2cm

Outer diameter of backing material

3.3cm

Inner diameter of backing material

2.7cm

Height of backing material

0.5cm

Minimum opera ng frequency

10kHz

Maximum opera ng frequency

60kHz

Frequency step

5kHz
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Material properties
The transducer was made up of PZT 4 cylinders which were separated by backing material made of corprene.
Transducer was housed inside an elliptical casing made of structural steel. The fluid domain surrounding the
transducer was taken as water. Table 2 shows the material properties of the materials used in the model. (Butler &
Sherman, 2007)

Table 2: Material Properties

Boundary conditions
• The surface of the fluid domain was provided with a Perfectly Matched Layer (PML). It is a domain that is added
to an acoustic model to mimic an open and non-reflecting infinite domain.
• An RMS electric signal of 1V is applied at the inner surface of the PZT cylinder and the outer surface is made
ground (0 V). In figure 4, a radially polarized system is shown.
• Transducer is freely flooded inside the elliptical shell.
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Figure 4: Radially polarized system

Meshing

Analysis and Results

In order to accurately resolve the pressure waves
within the inner water domain, the maximum mesh
element size is specified as 1/5th of the smallest
wavelength of interest. The smallest wavelength is the
speed of sound in water (1500 m/s) divided by the
largest frequency used in the frequency sweep. The
PML is meshed using the Swept feature. The swept
mesh is typically a hexahedral mesh. Total number of
elements used was 696968.

Electro acoustic trnasducer NP30 was used for the
analysis. An electric potential of 1V was applied to the
inner surface of the PZT cylinders and the
corresponding Transmitting Voltage Response (TVR)
values were determined for the frequency range 10
kHz to 60 kHz as shown in figure 5.

Figure 5: TVR v/s Frequency plot along major axis and minor axis (Numerical results)
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Due to asymmetry due to the presence of elliptical
shell, TVR values were determined both along major
axis and minor axis of the elliptical shell.

Experimental setup
The experimental setup is as shown in the figure 6.
There is a cylindrical piezoelectric transducer made up
of PZT 4 (Lead Zirconium Titanate 4) as shown in figure

7. It is kept inside an elliptical housing which is made up
of structural steel. The elliptical shell or housing is
welded at its bottom to a rectangular cage. A 4-inch
diameter pipe is made and welded along the major axis
of the elliptical shell, to which a hose is attached. The
water is pumped to the setup through this hose from
the pump.

Figure 6: Experimental setup (Courtesy: NPOL, Kochi)

Figure 7: Cylindrical piezoelectric transducer (Courtesy: NPOL, Kochi)
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Experimental procedure
The experiment was carried out in the Acoustic tank of
NPOL, Kochi. The tank consists of 2 platforms whose
movements are remote controlled. As the assembling
of the experimental setup is completed onshore, using
a crane the whole setup is lowered into water and is
fixed on one of the platforms. The parameter that is
recorded is Transmitting Voltage Response (TVR)
which is a characteristic response of the transducer
which is used as a projector. The acoustic pressure
recorded at a distance of 1m per 1 voltage is defined as
TVR and it is expressed in decibels(dB). Measurement
of TVR is done using a Hydrophone. Hydrophone is a
transducer which converts the received acoustic
energy to electrical energy and thereby determining
TVR of the projector in dB. For the study two
hydrophones were used, where one was placed along
the direction of flow and one along the direction

perpendicular to the flow. Also, the measurements
were carried out at the far field region of the projector.
Measurements of the transmitting response, source
level, efficiency, receiving response, beam patterns,
and harmonic distortion of transducers and transducer
arrays are usually made in the far field, where spherical
spreading holds. (Foote, 2014)
Measurement was carried out in 4 stages. Initially TVR
value was recorded, corresponding to frequency range
10 kHz to 60 kHz with a frequency step of 1 kHz in no
flow condition by both hydrophones. Then using the
pump, flow was introduced through the hose attached
to the setup. The velocity of flow of water was
controlled using the pump controller setting value as
shown in the table 3. Flow of water belongs to laminar
and transition region only. For each velocities TVR
value was recorded by both hydrophones.

Table 3: Velocity of water from pump
Pump controller se ng value

Approximate ﬂow velocity

Reynolds number

in knots

in m/s

15 rpm

1.8

0.92592

86159.54

25 rpm

3

1.5432

143599.24

35 rpm

4.2

2.16048

201038.93

Validation of results in static fluid domain
In static fluid domain the TVR values were validated by
comparing FE results and experimental results as
shown in figure 8. By comparing the results, it was
observed that the experimental results were lesser
than the Numerical results. The reason for the

variation in the results is that for the numerical analysis
different types of losses that could have occurred was
not considered. For the experiment these losses were
present which is why the results were lower than that
of the numerical results.
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Figure 8: Validation of results in static fluid domain (Along Major axis and Minor axis)

Results and discussions
Experiment was carried out successfully as per the
procedure and TVR values were recorded along the
direction of flow and perpendicular to the direction of
flow. The obtained values of TVR were plotted against
the operating frequency from 10 kHz to 60 kHz with a
frequency interval of 1 kHz. Figure 9 shows the

comparison of TVR value against frequency along the
direction of flow and figure 10 shows comparison of
TVR value against frequency perpendicular to the
direction of flow. The comparison is done between
with flow and without flow conditions and change in
response of the transducer due to the presence of flow
is discussed.

Figure 9: Comparison of TVR values with and without
flow conditions along Major axis (Experimental results)
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Figure 10: Comparison of TVR values with and without
flow conditions along Minor axis (Experimental results)

From the comparison plots of major axis and minor
axis for with and without flow conditions, significant
changes or variations were observed in the case of TVR
values along major axis. For the minor axis condition
the TVR value was found almost same except at some
frequencies. For the major axis direction, the TVR
values was increased almost around 10 dB and for
minor axis the maximum variation from the without
flow condition was around 2 dB only. Also, for the
major axis, maximum deviation of curves was found at
higher frequencies. And for the minor axis greater
variations were observed at greater velocities and at
some frequencies only. Due to the limitations in
infrastructure directivity pattern was not determined.

Conclusions
The study aimed at finding the effect of dynamic fluid
domain on the response of transducer within an
elliptical shell. For the study flow provided was in
laminar and transition region. From the results it was
observed that change in response was greater along
the direction of flow. And the significant changes in the

major axis was found as frequency dependent. At
higher frequencies, the variation of TVR values with
flow is interestingly very high, that goes up by around
10 dB. The above observation suggests there must
have been a deviation in the directivity of the pressure
field which is omni (same in all directions) in the
absence of flow and dome. Due to limitations of the
experimental setup, directivity could not be captured.
The observed variation in TVR results in increase of
source level in the direction of flow. Detailed study is
necessary to learn about parametric effect of flow
induced structural vibration and flow itself on the
pressure field at various frequencies. In the case of
minor axis, deviation in TVR was within 2 dB when the
response was recorded with flow. The flow over the
shell during the study was laminar. It was observed
that at higher flow velocities, variation in TVR is more.
Observed similar trend of the TVR and pressure field
without flow and with flow along the minor axis,
suggests insignificant effect of flow of water over the
shell. This case may alter if the flow over the shell is
turbulent. However, the small variations at some
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frequencies can be attributed to the higher order
resonances or mode shapes of the shell which in turn
modifies the sound pressure field due to fluid structure
interaction.

Scope for future work
Estimation of piezo-electric transducer parameters in
static and dynamic fluid domain conditions were done.
Analysis in static fluid domain was done using FEM and

was validated by doing experiment. Analysis in
dynamic fluid domain was done by doing experiment.
Further works that can be done in future are as follows.
• Finite Element Analysis of piezo-electric
transducer in dynamic fluid domain with induced
vibration to the dome (simulating conditions of a
Towed Array Sonar system)
• Experimental study of the same, creating a fluid
flow with velocity up to 20 knots.
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